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1. INTRODUCTION 
The difFerentia1 equation fi = F(t, 8, e), in which 0 is an angular variable 
and F is small and periodic with period 2rr in t and 0, represents a material 
body spinning about a fixed axis subject to a small, periodic, not necessarily 
conservative torque. Mathematically the equation is a paradigm case of non- . . 
linear oscillations. The equation 19 = 0, of which it is a perturbation, is 
formally linear but exhibits the characteristic behavior of a nonlinear inte- 
grable Hamiltonian system because Q is an angular variable, The solutions 
e=wt+e,, where w and 0, are initial conditions, are geometrically periodic 
with period 297/w, and dependence of the period upon the amplitude or initial 
conditions, as seen in the unperturbed Duffing equation 1+ cw: + /5’S = 0, 
is the chief property of nonlinear oscillations. When 0 == 0 is perturbed to a 
nonintegrable Hamiltonian system, the results of Poincare-Birkhoe and 
Kolmogorov-Arnol’d-Moser apply and a complicated global picture results, 
which however has the simple consequence that the angular velocity w = 8 is 
not subject to very much “drift” along any orbit. This is due to the presence 
of invariant curves surrounding the cylindrical phase space of the variables 
(0, w) near circles w = constant for which w is “badly irrational..” At the 
other extreme, when the perturbation contains substantial friction, all orbits 
may tend to a single limit cycle on the cylinder, with cu fluctuating around a 
single final value. 
The cases studied in this paper lie between these two extremes, when the 
perturbation consists of a small Hamiltonian part and a still smaller friction. 
The problem is then to determine the possible “final values” of w (in a sense 
to be made precise later), and show how their number increases as the friction 
goes to zero. The delicacy of the problem is seen in the fact that the result 
depends upon the higher harmonics of 0 present in F, and that no matter how 
rapidly the coefficients of these harmonics decay, their presence will be felt 
when the friction is small enough. 
The application motivating this work is to planetary spin resonance, in 
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which the periodic orbit of a planet or satellite about its primary is given and 
the spin of the planet on its axis, assumed normal to the plane of the orbit, is 
studied. The torques in this instance are composed of a Hamiltonian part due 
to asymmetry of the planet together with a dissipation due to internal non- 
rigidity (tidal torque). The rate of spin of a planet is fairly constant, hence the 
significant physical variable is w rather than 8, and one wishes to know what 
values of w can be maintained permanently over time. For details see Refs. 
[2], [3], [6], and Section 7 below.1 
It is necessary to define precisely the “smallness” of F. Ideally this should 
be done by placing a bound on the P-norm of F for suitable r. Unfortunately 
our methods require the use of a small parameter instead, and initially we 
deal with 0 = cf (t, 0,8); in Section 8 we consider another way of introducing 
the parameter. The small parameter is devoid of physical meaning, since in 
reality one is faced with a single fixed system rather than a one-parameter 
family. Therefore we go to some length to insure that our classification of 
possible final w is valid globally for a fixed interval 0 < E < c1 . Initially each 
value of w will be studied separately with its own range of E, but in $6 a single 
<I will be found for any compact section of the cylinder. 
Matters requiring higher-order averaging will be postponed to a future 
paper. These include stability of a final value of w (touched on briefly in 
Section 4) and the concept of capture measure introduced by Kyner [6] based 
upon earlier discussions of capture probability. 
I am grateful to J. Moser for many helpful conversations about this 
problem. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
The equation d‘ = 4(t, 0,@ is equivalent to the system 
s =w, 
GJ = cf(t, 8, w), 
(2-l) 
defined on a cylindrical phase space (the tangent bundle of the circle). We 
shall assume thatfis of class C1 in w and periodic with period 257 and of class 
1 Note added in pvoof. In reality any spin-orbit coupling must react on the orbit 
over a very long time scale, so that our model based upon a fixed orbit will cease to 
be valid, and the “permanent” resonances which u-e demonstrate will eventually 
decay. 
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C3 in t and 8, so that f possesses an absolutely and uniformly convergent 
Fourier series of the form 
J(t, 6, w) = n~,n=-~ anLn(w)ei(~t+ne)l 1 (2.2) 
where u,>~~(w) are C1 functions of w with a-,,-,z = &,,, . 
Two sorts of averages off will play an important role, the total aaerage 
P-3) 
and the p/q-average, where p/q is a rational number in lowest terms with 
q > 0, defined by 
Writing j(q~, # + $7, p/q) = C al,z,ei(m~+np)Tein* and integrating termwise, 
which is valid by the uniform convergence, all terms vanish except those for 
which mq + np = 0. Since p and q are relatively prime it follows that there is 
an integer k such that n = kq, nz = -kp, and we obtain 
(2.5) 
observe that this admits the period 2rr/q, not merely 27~. 
The coefficients of the Fourier series for [flDin depend in a rather com- 
plicated, highly discontinuous way onp/q, except for the term k = 0, which is 
precisely the total average off. To emphasize this we write 
where a(k, p, q) = aekP,J p/q). The second term of this expression will be 
called the oscilhtoly part of the p/q-average. 
The definition of p/q-average may be extended to all w, by the formula 
Lfl&> = && f j)t, 4 + wt> w> df. 
When w = p/q in lowest terms, this reduces to Eq. (2.4); when w is irrational, 
Lflco(~> = [v13 = aoobJ>- 
In the case that system (2.1) is Hamiltonian, so that 
cf(t, 8, w) = ape H(t, 8, w), 
the total average a&w) = 0 for all w. Our concern is with systems in which 
aoo(w) has only isolated zeroes, and in this case we introduce the following 
classification of real numbers W. 
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Type 1 consists of those w for which [flu(#) f; 0 for all #, A rational 
value p/q is of type 1 if the total average is greater than the maximum value of 
the oscillatory part of the p/q-average. An irrational number w is of type 1 
unless a&w) = 0. Theorem 3 in Section 4 shows that dissipation is the 
dominant influence near a spin rate of type 1 and hence such an w cannot be 
a “final value.” 
TJ’pe 2 consists of those rational p/q for which [ flD,@ has zeroes, although 
a,,,,( p/q) # 0. Theorem 5 in Section 5 shows that a solution of period 2rq 
exists for every simple zero of [f],!,(#). 
Type 3 consists of those values of w, rational or irrational, for which 
a,,,(w) = 0. It will be shown that there is a small interval around an w of 
type 3 which may contain a great many periodic solutions. However for 
sufficiently small E this band is so narrow that for practical purposes all 
solutions captured within it may be regarded as associated to the “final 
value” w. 
A heuristic statement of our major results will now be given. Consider a 
fixed compact section I of the cylindrical phase space, together with a fixed 
neighborhood of each circle w = constant of type 3. Theorem 1 in Section 3 
shows that in I, outside the fixed neighborhoods, there are finitely many 
p/q of type 2, and Theorem 6 in Section 6 shows that with suitable bounds on 
E, each solution of Eq. (2.1) remaining in I either tends towards one of the 
solutions of period 2rq, or towards a small libration around one of these, 
or becomes trapped in one of the fixed neighborhoods of an w of type 3. The 
distinction between type 2 and type 3 capture appears in the discussions of 
planetary resonance as the distinction between “resonance capture” and 
“capture at a spin rate for which the tidal torque averages to zero.” 
3. DISTRIBUTION OF TYPES 
It will be shown in this section that the set of rational numbers of type 2 
can only cluster at an w of type 3; the latter, by hypothesis, form a discrete 
set. The distribution of rational numbers p/q of type 2 is simple in the case 
thatfcontains only a finite number of harmonics in 8. We have 
LEMMA. If there exists an integer Q > 0 such that ams(w) = 0 for all 
1 n 1 > Q andfor all W, then no rational numberplq with q > Q call be of type 2. 
Proof. It follows from a--k.p,k4( p/q) = 0 for k + 0 that [f],,,($) = 
a,,,,( p/q) if q > Q. Such a p/q is either of type 1 (if a,, # 0) or of type 3 (if 
a 00 = 0). Q.E.D. 
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When there are an infinite number of harmonics in 8, the situation is more 
delicate. This fact is of considerable importance since the finite number of 
harmonics present in most applications are obtained by truncation of an 
originally infinite Fourier series. 
THEOREM 1. Let I be a compact interval containing no real numbers w of 
type 3. Then. there e,rists a positive integer Q such that no rational number 
p/q with q > Q can be of type 2. 
Proof. We show that for large enough q, with p/q E 1, the oscillatory part 
of [ flDj9 is smaller than 1 a,,,,( p/q)I, f rom which it follows that [f],:,(#) has 
no zeroes. Since the double Fourier series for f is absolutely convergent we 
have the following bound for the oscillatory part of [f jD!u 
Since the alrzn are continuous functions of LL), the right hand side has a 
maximum on 1, which tends to zero as q --f a3. For large enough q this maxi- 
mum is less than the minimum of j aoo(w)\ f or w E I, which is nonzero because 
I contains no w of type 3. QED. 
Thus the p/q of type 2 form a discrete set away from the zeroes of a&w). 
Let a&w*) = 0 and let p/q -+ w*. If a,,( p/q) ---f 0 more rapidly than does 
the oscillatory part of [flpia (due to the growth of q), then there will be an 
infinite number of p/q of type 2 clustering at w+. It will follow (Section 6) 
that there will then be a cluster of resonant solutions of arbitrarily long period 
2rq near w*, showing that behavior characteristic of Hamiltonian systems 
(as in the PoincarbBirkhoff theorem) may emerge when a,, vanishes even on 
a single circle, 
4. RESULTS BY THE METHOD OF AVERAGIXG 
The chief result of this section is that no solutions of Eq. (2.1) either tend 
toward or librate about any it) of type 1. Behavior near a p/q of type 2 is briefly 
considered, but will be dealt with chiefly in Section 5. Until Section 6 the 
results are strictly local. 
The preliminary change of variable w = w * + p, where (I;* is a fixed value 
of w whose neighborhood we wish to study, reduces Eq. (2.1) to 
e=w*+,, 
p = <f(t, e, w* 4 p) = Ef(t, 8, w*) f 7 
(4.1) 
where .‘. denotes terms of order O(EP). We have used the assumption that 
f is of class Cl in w for all w. 
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The method of averaging provides a coordinate transformation which 
simplifies the first-order terms of a differential equation containing periodic 
variables (in our case t and 0) and expressed as a power series in one or more 
small parameters (c and p). Averaging in E is the method of Krylov- 
Bogoliubov-Mitropolski [4, Chapter 5; 51, while averaging in p is akin to 
Birkhoff’s method of normal forms as developed by Moser in [9] for the time- 
dependent case. An alternative procedure would be to introduce the variable 
r = #p and average using the single parameter l , as in Ref. [7], but for 
global applications it is best to retain the original variables as closely 
as possible. 
The results of the averaging transformation take different forms when 
w* = p/q is rational (the case of resonance) and when it is irrational. In the 
latter case “small divisors” arise and sometimes preclude convergence of the 
Fourier series giving the coordinate transformation. The Kolmogorov- 
Arnol’d-Moser theory [8] is designed to avoid this when w* is “badly 
irrational,” but for our purposes it is sufficient to truncate the offending series. 
Satisfactory results are obtained in this way only because of the presence of 
dissipation. It is crucial for the global results that we impose no number- 
theoretic restrictions on w*. 
THEOREM 2. There exists a coordinate transformation (6, p) t) (4, T) oj the 
f OY??l 
where u, 21 are 2rr-periodic and qf class C2 in t and 4, taking Eq. (4.1) to either 
$=(P/P)+T+“’ 
if w* = p/q, or to 
qL,*+,+-~ 
i = l [aOO(m*) + h,(t,$, co*)] + *-- 
(4.4) 
;f w* is irrational; here . . . denotes terms of order > 1 ilt E and total 
ordm 3 2 in c and r, i.e., O(E~) + O(EQ-), and 
(N) 
hN(t, 4, cd*) = C a,i,(w*)ei(nat+nd), 
the summation being extended ouer ((m, n): / m 1 > N or 1 n 1 > N}, where N 
is a?y jixed iltteger. 
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Proo$ The effect of the coordinate change Eq. (4.2) on Eq. (4.1) is given 
by 4 = &e + 4,~ + & , i = ~,d + T$ + TV. The partial derivatives & = 
--E% 9 i-t = --Eu~ may be read ofI from (4.2), and the others are easily found 
by inverting the Jacobian matrix a(0, ~)/a($, T)~ The results are & = 
l/(1 + CU+) = 1 - EU,$ + . ..) 4, = 0, 70 = -EWJ(l + ‘U+) = --EZ$ + .“) 
TV = 1. Writing a = a/at + ~*a/&$ and using Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2), the 
transformed system is 
where we have used f(t, 0, w*) = f(t, 4, w*) + O(E). The terms in E could 
be removed entirely if it were possible to solve av =f, & = ‘v for z’, U. 
However the first of these equations must be modified before it is solvable, 
and the manner of modification depends upon the rationality or irrationality 
of lx*. 
The equation av = g, where 
g(t, e) = c b,, ei(?nt+*@), 
admits the formal Fourier series solution 
with c,, = b.,J(~z + w*n). Two cases arise: if w* = p/q, some of the 
denominators wz + W% vanish, and the corresponding c,,~ cannot be defined 
unless the b,,l, also vanish, in which case those c,, mav be taken arbitrariiv. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for this is precisely that [glDi4 = 6, 
and the indeterminacy in v is just [v]~,,~ . The inequality 1 nz + ( p/+z 1 2 l/p 
together with the convergence of g proves the convergence of W, and it is 
clear that if g is of class c”, so is v. If W* . IS irrational the only vanishing 
denominator is II? = n = 0, so that [glue = b,, = 0 is necessary for solution, 
and co0 is arbitrary. However the resulting Fourier series will in general not 
converge unless w* is “badly irrational.” The convergence problem does not 
arise if the Fourier series for g is finite (in fact finiteness in either t or 4 alone 
is sufficient), in which case g and v are analytic and hence certainly c”. 
Returning to Eq. (4.5), we see that when W* = p/q it is possible to solve 
afl = Sk A P/4) - [.&,a(4 - (P/dt) with [cLl]pIC = 0, whereupon it is 
also possible to solve au = v, attaining Eq. (4.3). Similarly when w* is irra- 
tional it is possible to solve av = f(t, (b, w”) - hN(t, 4, ti*) - noo(w*), 
yielding Eq. (4.4). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 is now used to construct a Lyapunov-like function showing that 
every solution passes an W* of type 1 in finite time. Notice that the time spent 
near a given W* varies with w*, leading to the possibility of long- 
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term “pseudo-capture” near certain w* of type 1. This must be taken into 
account in applications with a finite time interval. 
THEOREM 3. Let w * be of type 1, and let T denote the torus Q = W* in the 
space of variables (t, 0, CO). There exists an E O = Ed and a toral neakhborhood 
U of T, bounded by tori Ti, and Tout , such that every solution of Eq. (2.1) for 
0 < E < E,, which meets U, enters U through Ti, and leaves after j&be time 
through Tout . 
Proof. We first establish the result for systems (4.3, 4.4). It follows from 
Eq. (4.3) that if W* = p/q is of type 1 and if E and 1 7 / are sufficiently small, 
then i is of constant sign = sgn [f],,,($). Similarly from Eq. (4.4), if w* 
is irrational, it is possible to take N large enough that a&w*) + h, is of 
constant sign, using the decay of Fourier coefficients in a manner similar to 
the proof of Theorem 1; then for small E and 1 7 I, i is again of constant sign. 
Thus all solutions of Eq. (4.1) for small E cross a toral neighborhood U of 
7 = 0, given by 1 T 1 < 6, in the same direction. 
To transfer this result to Eq. (2.1), we regard 7 as a function of (t, 8, W) 
by Eq. (4.2) d b an o serve that the torus 7 = 0 lies uniformly near w = w*. 
Thus for sufficiently small E the neighborhood U contains w = w* and the 
theorem is proved. Observe that every solution crosses the torus T = 0 
only once and always in the same direction; this need not be true of B = w *. 
Q.E.D. 
Next let p/q be of type 2, consider Eq. (4.3) with the dotted terms deleted, 
and make the change of variable # = $ - ( p/q)t. The resulting system may 
be written $ = •[f]pI~(~), a conservative system possessing a fixed point for 
each zero of [ fID,,J#), which is hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic, according 
as [f]&(#) > 0, = 0, or < 0. The hyperbolic and elliptic fixed points 
survive the second-order perturbation by the deleted terms, the elliptic 
points generally becoming foci, so that Eq. (2.1) has geometrically periodic 
solutions corresponding to these points; this will be proved in the next 
section. Morrison [7], using a different averaging scheme and carrying the 
averaging to the second order, investigates the stability or instability of the 
foci. Observe however that an unstable focus may be surrounded by a small 
stable limit cycle, resulting in a stable resonance capture in our general 
sense. Thus further analysis is needed to determine the stability of a given 
resonant spin rate. 
5. EXISTENCE OF RESONANT SOLUTIONS 
In this section we prove the existence of a solution of period 2rq for every 
simple zero of [flPi,(#>, when p/q is of type 2 or 3. These simple zeroes 
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correspond to the hyperbolic and elliptic points mentioned in the last section, 
The proof couId be worked by making the change of variables 6 = 
+ + (p/&t, w = p/q + &ap, which reduces Eq. (2.1) to a perturbation of 
4 = 0, & = 0, to which the methods of PoincarC or of Hale and Cesari 
[4, Chapter 81 are applicable. Instead we develop a modification of the latter 
method applicable directly to Eq. (2.1). 
The Hale-Cesari method is a variation on the classical method of iteration 
with removal of secular terms (terms not having the desired periodicity). 
The differential equation is first replaced by a functional differential equation 
of such a form that secular terms cannot arise; the existence of a continuum of 
periodic solutions of the modified equation is proved by iteration. At the same 
time a “determining equation” is generated which selects those solutions of 
the modified equation which also satisfy the original. Specifically, 
THEOREM 4. FOP small enough E the functional d$erential equation 
e = w(t) 
& = E jf(t, O(t), w(t)) - & /;rqf(~, 8(~), W(T)) d’l 
admits a unique solution satisfying 
fw) = 4 3 
w + 2nd = @(t) + 2wp, 
w(t + 2q) = w(t), 
for each 8, . The solution depends dazerentiably on E. 
This will be used to prove the following. 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 5. If p/q is of type 2 OY 3, then for sz@ciently small E, Eq. (2. I) has 
a unique periodic solution of rotation number p/q (i.e., satisfying the last tzoo 
equations of (5.2)) for every simple zero of [flDi,(#). 
Proof of Theorem 5 using Theorem 4. Any solution (e(t), w(t)) of Eqs. 
(5.1) and (5.2) for which 
is a solution of Eq. (2.1) with the desired properties. For small enough E, 
let 6(t; c, e,), co(t; E, 19,) be the unique solution of Eq. (5.1) guaranteed by 
Theorem 4. Then the determining equation becomes 
@(e, 6,) = & .tnq f (7, @(T; E, O,), W(T; e, 0,)) dT = 0. (5.3) 
505/17/2-S 
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When E = 0, the solution reduces to B(t; 0, 0,) = 0, + (p/q)t, ~(t; 0, 0,) = 
p/n, hence @(O, 0,) = [f],l,(O,,). Since @ is differentiable with respect to E 
and t?,, it follows by the implicit function theorem that every simple zero of 
[fln14 gives rise to a unique 19, = 0,(~) solving Eq. (5.3) for small E. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let () denote averaging over the period 2rq. The 
change of variables y = 0 - (p/q)t, h = w - p/q replaces Eqs. (5.1) and 
(5.2) by 
x = 4fk 74) + (Pm, Yt> + (P/d) - <f (T, Y(T) + (P/d’7 w + (P/4)% 
Y(O) = 4 > I+ + 2cd = Y(t)7 A(t + 2Trq) = h(t). (5.4) 
Observe that any solution of Eq. (5.4) must have (A) = 0. Let B be the 
Banach space of pairs (r, A) of functions y = r(t), X = A(t) continuous in 
t with period 2?r and (A) = 0, with addition (P, , Al) + (r, , Aa) = 
(r, + r, , A, + A,) and norm ]l(r, A)]/ = max 1 r 1 + max 1 A I. Define a 
map T, : B -+ B as follows: T,(r, A) = (rl, A’), where y = r’(t), h = A’(t) 
is the unique solution in B of the system obtained from Eq. (5.4) by substi- 
tuting y = r(t), h = A(t) in the right-hand side. Explicitly, 
a(t) = 8, + j” A(T) do, A’(t) = G(t) - (G), 
0 
where 
g(t) = 4f (c w> + (PM4 44 + P/d - (f (7, w +(PIQ)T, A(T) + P/4)% 
We will show that there is a neighborhood B, of the origin in B in which, for 
small enough E, TE2 is a uniform contraction. It follows from the uniform 
contraction principle [4, Chapter 0, Theorem 3.21 that TE2, and hence T, , 
has a unique fixed point depending differentiably on E. 
Choose 6 > 0, let B, be the subset of B for which max / A I < 6, and let 
M=max{lf(t,8,w)l:Oet,e,(2rr, w=X+p/q, Ihl <S}. Let Kbe 
a Lipschitz constant for f such that 
If@, 4 9 4 -fk 02 > 02)l d WI 4 - 02 I + I Wl - % I) 
for all t, 19, e2 E [0, 2~1, wi = Xi + p/q, 1 Ai / < 6. If (r, fl) E B, it follows 
from Eq. (5.4) that I A’ I < 2 E M and hence that for small enough E, say 
0 < E < c1 , (r’, A’) E B, , and T, : B, --f B, . From the construction of 
A’ it follows that 1 A,’ - f12’ I < CE ll(r, - r2 ,4 - fl2)ll for any CT, ,4, 
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(r, , A21 in B,, where c = 8Krq. Thus for 0 < E < Ed we have CE < 1 
and T, is “contracting in A”. In 1’ we only have 
which does not contract, but passing to the second iterate, 
1 r: - r$I < 2nq + max 1 /ii - /I,’ j < 27rq~f [i(F, - r, 7 il, - &.)I\. 
It follows easiIy from these inequalities that for 0 < E < 6s there is an 
Q > 1 such that 
ll(r; - r; , .A; - Lq)I\ < a ij(l-, - r2 , ‘II - A2)y 
so that TG2 is uniformly contracting. (Remark: T, is itself contracting in the 
E-dependent norm 
but the proof of the uniform contraction principle in Ref. [4] does not hold 
in this context.) Q.E.D. 
6. GLOBAL RESULTS 
The results of previous sections will now be brought together and globalized 
by means of compactness arguments. As before we assume that a,,,,(w) has 
only isolated zeroes. Let I denote a compact interval. Let wi , i = f,..., ~8, 
denote the finite set of zeroes of a&w) occurring in I, and let IV, be an open 
interval about wi . Then it follows from Theorem 1 that there are a finite 
number of rational numbersplq of type 2 in I - vi Ni ; these may be denoted 
pi/qi and enclosed in open intervals ll& . The data 1, N+ , Mj are fired in 
advance for the following theorem. By abuse of language I, Ni , n/l, will be 
regarded as sections of the cylindrical phase space bounded by circles w = 
constant, and also as solid tori in the space of variables (t, 8, w). 
THEOREM 6. There exists <I = ~(1, {NJ, (Mjl) such thatfor 0 < E < <l , 
eve-y sol&ion of Eq. (2. I) which remaim z’n 2 as t --+ CO enters and remains in 
one of the ~eigh~~hoods Ni (Capture by a zero af the total average torque) cw 
Mj (resonance capture). 
Proof. Every w E K = 1- Ui Ni - Us .8lj is of type 1, and by Theorem 3 
there exists a neighborhood U, of the torus T, in which no solutions remain, 
provided 0 < E < E&W). Since K is compact there is a finite sequence wB 
such that {UWkJ covers K. Let <r = min c~(w~). Q.E.D. 
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A partial converse to Theorem 6-the existence of solutions remaining 
in each Ni and &‘i -is contained in Theorem 5. For the case of lllj it is 
sufficient for the pj/qj-average to have simple zeroes. It is sufficient for Ni 
to contain a rational number p/q for which the p/q-average has simple zeroes; 
this number may be wi itself or a p/q of type 2 which may exist near wi 
according to the remarks after Theorem 1. A finite number of additional 
upper bounds on E must be imposed in order to guarantee solutions in each 
Ni or fifj for which this is possible. A stronger converse holds in the case of 
Ni if u&(wJ < 0, as is the case in the application in Section 7. Choose w* < 
Wi < W*, aa,,(~,) > 0, a&w*) < 0, with both W* and w* irrational and 
hence of type 1. It follows from Theorem 3 applied to w* and w* that wi 
possesses a neighborhood Ni with the property that every solution entering 
Ni remains trapped there forever. 
7. APPLICATIONS 
Consider a slightly asymmetrical planet in a fixed elliptic orbit, rotating 
about an axis perpendicular to the plane 17 of the orbit, and let 0 denote the 
angle between a line in .D fixed in the planet and an inertial line in 17. The 
equation of motion has the form 
e’ = P@, 8) + T(B, 4) = F(t, 8, S) 
where P satisfies [[PI] = 0 and represents torque due to the “permanent 
asymmetry” of the planet while T represents interna tidal dissipation. For 
more details see Kefs. [2], [3], and [6]. Write P(t, 8) = C b,,ei(mt+ne), 
T(B, 0) = C cn(8) eil’s, with b,, = 0; then 
Note that T determines the leading term and P the oscillatory part and that 
the latter is independent of 0. 
Our methods require that P and T be small, which we express by 
considering # = E(P + T) f or small E. Since in practice T is much smaller 
than P it is common in the literature to consider B’ = EP + Z-T; we consider 
this procedure briefly in Section 8 and conclude that it has disadvantages. 
The problem of determining P and T is extremely difficult. The coefficients 
b mn of P are found by expressing the potential of the planet in zonal harmonics 
and using expansion in the eccentricity to express the elliptic orbit (see Ref. 
[l]), but at best only the lowest harmonics are known with any accuracy. 
Models for T are highly conjectural and often involve discontinuities unac- 
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ceptable in our general theory. However these may be considered as gross 
simplifications of smooth processes, and as only [CT]] enters in [FJaip the 
results will be the same for any “smoothing” of T which does not change 
KTII- 
Assume now that the principal moments of inertia are A < B < C and 
that the axis of rotation is the axis of C. Then Mac Cullagh’s formula ([I]: 
[2]) and the expansions in elliptic motion show !x~,+~ = 0 and allow calcula- 
tion of bm,h2 in terms of (B - A)/C and the Keplerian elements. If P is 
truncated at the second harmonic in 0 the lemma of Section 3 applies, and 
resonance capture can occur only at p/q with q = 1 or 2. This is the case 
studied in Refs. [2], 131, and [q. 
To illustrate the general case we will suppose [[T]] = 01 f /3u is linear in 
w (as in Ref. [2, Model 21). Then there is a single OJ = -E/P of type 3. 
Choose 
and let N = {W : 1 u + @J 1 < L), an open interval about --a//3 of length 2L/$. 
Then by the proof of Theorem 1 there are no p/q of type 2 outside of Nwith 
q > 2. Since [[T]] grows without bound as / w j + & rx) there is a compact 
interval I such that there are no p/q of type 2 at all outside of I, and it is 
easily seen that every solution enters and remains in I. Choose a neighborhood 
Mi of each p/q in I with q = 1 or 2. Then Theorem 6 implies that for smali 
enough E every solution is captured either within N or within one of the 114~ . 
If L is very small the diameter 2L/fi of N will be small enough that solutions 
trapped in N may be regarded as indistinguishable. If L is large or if more 
detail within N is desired it is necessary to calculate higher harmonics expli- 
citly. The greatest shortcoming of our methods is that it is not apparent how 
to estimate the range of E for which these results are valid; note that t&s will 
depend on the size of N and &Ii. 
8. DISSIPATION OF ORDER 2 
Previous studies of spin-orbit resonance have assumed that since dissipa- 
tion is very small, it should be represented by a perturbation of order ~2. 
This corresponds to 0 = F(t, 8, 4) with 
We will discuss this problem briefly, although it should be noted that our 
previous results are valid no matter how small a&w) may be, and since E 
is physically meaningless, it seems preferable to study the simpler system (2.1). 
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With Eq. (8.1) the relationship of the total average to the oscillatory part 
of the p/q-average depends upon E, and the distinction between p/q of type 
1 or 2 is no longer meaningful. Specifically, for every p/q for which the oscilla- 
tory part of the p/q-average is nonzero it is possible to take E small enough 
that [FjDlq has simple zeroes, and by an argument similar to Theorem 5 it 
follows that there are p/q-resonant solutions for every such p/q, for small 
enough E. Thus at first it seems that Eq. (8.1) is quite different from Eq. (2.1). 
However the difference is illusory, since the results cannot be globalized as 
in Section 6; for any Jizced E there are only a finite number of p/q for which 
resonant solutions exist, but this number increases as E --+ 0 (assuming F 
contains an infinite number of harmonics in 8). 
The situation may be summarized as follows. Imagine a space in which 
the points represent differential equations of the form e = F(t, 0, 0) and con- 
sider a neighborhood of the point corresponding to 8’ = 0. Through this 
point passes a manifold of Hamiltonian systems, for which solutions of every 
rotation number p/q exist. Systems with small dissipation lie near this mani- 
fold, and we consider curves parametrized by E leading from the point 0 = 0. 
Then Eq. (2.1) may be thought of informally as a straight line; every system 
along a short segment of this line possesses the same number of resonances. 
But Eq. (8.1) may be regarded as a curve tangent to the Hamiltonian manifold 
at 6’ = 0, and the number of resonances observed increases as E --+ 0. 
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